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Hello and welcome

Thank you for choosing Empire BlueCross BlueShield (Empire). As you administer
your company’s health benefits, we want you to know that we’re with you every
step of the way, with tools and tips to help you become the in-house expert on
your company’s health plan. This guide is designed to:
Give you useful information about your group’s coverage.

}}

Help you and your employees navigate important life events under

}}

your benefit plan.
Make sense of certain rules and regulations about health care.

}}

Having access to the information you need is critical for your success. And making
sure you have it, is one of our top priorities. Our website, empireblue.com, is a great
place to get answers and save time. You can manage your group health plan quickly
and accurately in real time. We’ll tell you more about our online resources on the
following pages.
This guide can answer many of your questions about enrollment, billing, membership
changes and other important details. For more support, log in at empireblue.com or
call the Small Group GBS Broker Call Center at 1-866-422-2583.
We’re very excited to welcome you to Empire. Our mission is to improve the lives
of the people we serve and the health of our communities. We appreciate the
opportunity to serve you.

Note: This document is not intended to provide legal or business advice and should not be relied on for such purposes. Certain portions of this document contain descriptions of benefits and
services covered by your Empire benefit plan. These descriptions are not intended to take the place of the complete terms and conditions relating to your group’s coverage. Please consult the
Evidence of Coverage (EOC) issued by Empire for complete coverage details. It contains important exclusions, limits and other coverage terms that are not contained here. In the event of a
discrepancy between this handbook and the EOC or your group’s benefit contract, the terms of the contract and EOC prevail. The content of this handbook are subject to change from time to
time without prior notice.
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Administrator checklist
For your convenience, here’s a list of things health plan administrators are typically
responsible for:
Paying premiums on time.

}}

Letting employees know if they’re eligible to enroll.

}}

Submitting your employees’ applications, notices and inquiries.

}}

Making sure enrollment information is complete before you submit it.

}}

Distributing health plan notices and benefit materials to covered employees.

}}

Maintaining records for each employee including:

}}

——Changes of classification, for example, single to family.
——Benefit amounts.
——Other relevant details as you get them.
Letting us know about important changes and their effective dates, including:

}}

——Change in classification, for example, single to family.
——Change in hours, for example, full time to part time.
——Change in dependent status.
——Name and address changes.
——Termination of coverage and the reason.
——Change of employer information.
——Giving us Qualified Medical Child Support Order (QMCSO) determinations.
——Qualifying events, such as marriage, birth, death, and disability.
——Helping covered employees file claims.
——Notifying employees of Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) or other continuation
coverage eligibility.
——Tracking who is on COBRA, who becomes ineligible, and notifying our Billing department.
——Notifying employees of conversion options on termination or when coverage is lost due to other events as
stated in your benefit booklet.
——Notifying us of changes in group size as it relates to impacts on TEFRA (Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act) or COBRA eligibility, change of status from small group to large group, etc. Note: Your group size will
affect how you administer different areas of your plan based on federal and state requirements. Please
discuss possible impacts with your broker.
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Administrator checklist (continued)

Essential health benefits
Under the Affordable Care Act (ACA), plans include a core set of essential health benefits (EHB). Specifically,
the plans include items and services from at least these 10 categories of care:
Ambulatory patient services

}}

Emergency services

}}

Hospitalization

}}

Maternity and newborn care

}}

Mental health and substance use disorder services, including behavioral health treatment

}}

Prescription drugs

}}

Rehabilitative and habilitative services and devices

}}

Laboratory services

}}

Preventive and wellness services and chronic disease management

}}

Pediatric services, including oral and vision care

}}

Please view your plan Summary of Benefits and Coverage (SBC) for more detailed coverage information.
Remember to consult your group benefit contract and Evidence of Coverage (EOC) for complete terms, conditions
and important limits of your group’s Empire plan.
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Employer Online Services
Make plan administration faster and easier
We believe in using technology to help save you time, eliminate hassles and improve the quality of services.
That’s why we created online services to help both you and your employees. In addition, you can delegate
certain tasks to your broker so he or she may help administer your Small Group employees’ health benefits.
Our suite of tools include:
Online bill pay
Pay premiums online with a few simple steps. No checks to write. No postage to pay. It takes just a few
minutes to set up an account.
See page 23 for more information on billing and payments.
Enrollment and member maintenance:
Add, change and cancel member coverage

}}

Add dependents

}}

Request or print ID cards

}}

View and print EOCs (benefit Certificate, Schedule of Benefits and any riders)

}}
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Employer Online Services (continued)
Online administration services:
View and pay premium bills

}}

Generate activity reports, and subscriber and dependent lists

}}

You’ll also find frequently asked questions, plus an online demo to show how easy it is to use the tools and features.
Here’s how to register for EmployerAccess:
Visit empireblue.com and select Employer under Other Empire Websites.

}}

Select the Enter link. Then, choose the Login button, and then Click here to Sign Up.

}}

Enter group number.

}}

Follow the prompts. Enter your first name, last name, job title, phone number, tax ID number and last four
digits of your invoice.

}}

Note: The person registering must be the designated group benefits administrator (GBA) for your group.

Delegating plan administration
If your broker manages your plan administration, you must grant your broker access to your account. To do this, you
will need to fill out the EmployerAccess Usage Agreement form and fax it to the number on the form.
Note: The primary GBA cannot be canceled or deleted. You must notify Empire of any change to be made to the
primary GBA.

Help your employees get the most from their Empire plan
Encourage your employees to register at empireblue.com. They can use our Member Online Services
tools and resources to update their profiles, choose or change their primary care physicians, view
claimsinformation, and even print temporary ID cards.

In addition, encourage your employees to:
Use our online tools that are part of our health and wellness programs to help them improve
or maintain their health.

}}

Use the Health Record to organize and track personal health information.

}}

Save time and money by using home delivery pharmacy service for their maintenance
drug prescriptions.

}}

Use generic drugs, when available, because members get the same effectiveness as a brand-name
drug, but normally at a lower cost.

}}

Take advantage of Empire SpecialOffersSM to save on fitness club memberships, alternative
therapies, vitamins and other health products.

}}
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines
Empire membership and eligibility guidelines help ensure that we cover only eligible members. If you have questions
or changes in eligibility, please call 1-866-422-2583.
Here are the participation rules to start and continue coverage:
Small Groups are defined as businesses and other organizations that have between 1-100 eligible employees/
members. A small group must have at least one eligible, active full-time employee. An “employee” does not include
the sole owner of a business or a spouse of the business owner. Retiree-only and COBRA-only groups are not eligible
for coverage.

}}

Minimum participation requirements apply to non-HMO plans, except as prohibited by law, subject to annual waiver
period pursuant to 45 C.F.R. 147.104.

}}

Non-HMO plans must meet the following minimum participation guideline:

}}

——60% of total eligible employees.
There are no participation guidelines for HMO plans.

}}

Group location
Small group businesses must be located in our 28-county service area, consistent with restrictions under our
license issued by the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association,1 and must have eligible employees who live, work or
reside in our service area.
Empire’s service area: Albany, Bronx, Clinton, Columbia, Delaware, Dutchess, Essex, Fulton, Greene, Kings, Montgomery,
Nassau, New York, Orange, Putnam, Queens, Rensselaer, Richmond, Rockland, Saratoga, Schenectady, Schoharie,
Suffolk, Sullivan, Ulster, Warren, Washington and Westchester counties.

Eligibility rules
Determining group size is different from determining who is an eligible employee.
Eligible employees include:
An employee working at least 20 hours per week.

}}

A small group with at least 1 eligible, active, full-time employee may enroll owners, partners, officers, paid board members,
COBRA employee and retirees.

}}

Elective public officials of a county, municipality or school district for municipal group.

}}

Temporary employees; consultants; independent contractors; directors and officers who meet the definition of “employee”
under NY Insurance Law § 4235(d)(1), as amended to have the same meaning as federal law 42USC300gg-91(d)(5).

}}

Notes:
}}Employees who do not elect coverage are counted as eligible.
Employees who elect spousal coverage are counted as eligible.

}}

Dependents don’t count toward group size but are eligible for coverage. Foster children and grandchildren are
not dependents.

}}

Ineligible employees include:
Part-time (under 20 hours) workers, even though part-time workers are factored into FTE calculations to
determine group size.

}}

Consultants and independent contractors (1099 employees), temporary workers, directors and officers who do not
qualify as owners, partners or employees, union members covered by a union-sponsored health plan, unless they
meet the definition of “employee” under NY Insurance Law § 4235(d)(1) as amended, to define employee as having
the meaning set forth in 42 USC 300gg-91(d)(5).

}}

1 The Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association is an association of independent, locally operated Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Other conditional circumstances:
}}Retirees and COBRA participants do not count toward group size, but may elect to continue coverage through
the group plan.
Retiree-only and COBRA-only groups are not eligible for coverage.

}}

Leased employees may be eligible for coverage if their Professional Employer Organization (PEO) agreement makes
the leasing employer responsible for benefits.

}}

A group consisting of only an owner and a spouse does not qualify as a small group.

}}

Dependents, including legal spouses, or a sole proprietorship, under family policies are subject to eligibility criteria
in the Evidence of Coverage. Special rules apply to adoptive newborns and domestic partners.

}}

Age, sex, health status or occupation are not considered in determining eligibility.

}}

Employee changes address
Empire must be informed when an employee has a change of residential address. The employee must do one of the
following to let us know about the new address:
Make the change online

}}

Complete a Change Form

}}

EOCs and other correspondence are mailed to the address we have on file. Therefore, it’s important that they are
up to date.

Other member guidelines
Employees
Covered members must have an employer-employee relationship with a group or be a dependent of someone who
does. When a group has employees working outside of Empire’s service area, the Quarterly Wage Report or equivalent
state tax filing forms, with address of the out-of-area site, is required.
Retirees
We request that the employer pay at least 50% of the premium. Retirees must maintain continuous enrollment with
Empire through your group from being an active employee, with no interruption. The retiree cannot be the sole
eligible employee.

Eligible dependents
Spouses
Members may enroll their spouses under family coverage only (or two-person coverage, if available to your group).
“Spouses” mean an opposite sex or same sex spouse who are legally married. Former spouses as a result of a divorce
or annulment of a marriage, are not considered eligible spouses.
Dependent children
Children are generally covered until the first of the month following their 26th birthday. Children need not be
financially dependent upon member for support or claimed as a dependent on tax returns, reside in the household,
enrolled as students or unmarried. Children-in-law (spouses of children) and grandchildren are not eligible.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Over-age dependents extended dependent coverage
The New York law extending dependent coverage through age 29 has two components:
1. Make Available Rider (purchased at the option of the employer).
2. Young Adult Options (COBRA-like coverage elected by dependents).
Make available rider
Groups have the option to increase the maximum coverage age for eligible dependents through the first of the month
following their 30th birthday. Group contract holders may extend coverage for their subscribers’ eligible dependents
though age 29. This is at the option of the group and is not mandatory.
If the group chooses this option, the dependent must meet each of the eligibility requirements.
The dependent must be:
The unmarried child of the employee or member/subscriber insured under the policy.

}}

Under age 30.

}}

Not covered by or eligible for comprehensive health insurance through his or her own employer.

}}

Not covered by Medicare.

}}

Living, working or residing in New York State or in the plan’s service area.

}}

This rider may be purchased when the plan is first issued or upon renewal.
Young Adult Options
If the group does not buy the “make available” option described above, covered employees and their eligible
dependents may buy extended coverage through the first of the month following their 30th birthday for their eligible
dependents who have “aged out” under the policy. This COBRA-like right applies to all groups, regardless of size and
is at the subscriber level. It requires the subscriber to pay the full premium for this extension. Eligibility requirements
are listed above.
Group subscribers (members) who want to cover dependents under these options must complete a Member
Enrollment Form even if the dependent is already a covered member under the policy.
The coverage for the dependent will be the same as for the employee or subscriber under the current group or
individual policy and may require payment of an increased premium by the policyholder or employer.
Disabled dependents
Any unmarried dependent child, regardless of age, who is incapable of self-sustaining employment by reason of mental
illness, developmental disability, mental retardation (as defined by the New York Mental Hygiene Law), or physical
handicap and is chiefly dependent on the employee for support and maintenance, will remain covered while the
insurance remains in force beyond the contract age limitation. Conditions must have been present before the date the
child would otherwise have lost coverage due to reaching the age limitation. The Request for coverage for an over age
dependent form (HAC 506), on the member site at empireblue.com, should be completed by the member and the
dependent’s physician and mailed or faxed to Empire within 31 days of when the dependent reaches the standard
termination age.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Stepchildren, legally adopted, proposed adopted, legal guardianship
Stepchildren and adopted or proposed adoptive children of an Empire member are considered eligible dependents for
coverage. Children who are subject to legal guardian arrangements, and are chiefly dependent on the subscriber for
support, are considered eligible dependents as well.
Domestic partners
Domestic partnership, for either same-sex or opposite-sex partners, is defined as:
Two people, both 18 years of age or older, who are not related by blood in a manner that would legally prohibit their
marriage. Neither person is married. Neither person has had another domestic partner within the last six months.

}}

The people have been living together continuously before the application date. Proof of cohabitation should be
provided to the group’s benefit administrator. Proof includes a driver’s license, tax return or other sufficient proof as
determined by Empire.

}}

The people are registered as domestic partners, when registration is available; or the two people submit an affidavit
of domestic partnership. The registration statement or affidavit must be submitted to verify the domestic partnership.

}}

The financial interdependence of the domestic partners is established by evidence of two or more of the following,
proof of which must be submitted:

}}

——A joint bank account.
——A joint credit or charge card.
——A joint loan obligation.
——Joint ownership of a residence or other real estate.
——Joint tenants on a lease or shared rental payments of residence or other property.
——Common household and shared household expenses (for example grocery, utility or telephone bills).
——Joint ownership of a vehicle or major items of personal property.
——Wills naming each other as executor and/or beneficiary.
——The partner is the designated beneficiary in the other’s life insurance policy.
——The partner is the designated beneficiary in the other’s retirement benefits plan.
——Mutual grant of authority as health care proxy.
——Mutual grant of durable power of attorney.
——Status as authorized signatory on partner’s credit card, charge card or bank account.
——Joint ownership or holding of investments.
——Shared household budget for purposes of government benefits.
——Status of one as payee of the other’s government benefits.
——Joint responsibility or shared expenses for child care.
——Affidavit of creditor or other entity able to testify to partners’ financial interdependence.
The people agree to file a termination statement in the event of termination of the domestic partnership.

}}

The domestic partnership is verified by the submission of the categories of proof described in the points above.
Documents showing the domestic partnership status are housed by the employer, not Empire.
Note: A domestic partner is eligible for continuation of coverage under New York State continuation of coverage law, as
COBRA, TEFRA, and Deficit Reduction Act (DEFRA) do not apply. Coordination of benefits also applies.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Dependents of domestic partners
In the contract or EOC, the term children includes children of the domestic partner who are eligible for coverage
under the contract or EOC.

New enrollments
Initial member eligibility (adding new hires)
Coverage for new employees begin on your group’s employee eligibility date, if Empire receives a completed
application within 31 days of that date. If we don’t receive the application within this time frame, the employee won’t
be eligible for coverage until your group’s next open enrollment period. Please see Section V, “Who is Covered,”
including “When Coverage Begins,” in the EOC for complete details and your benefit contract.
Enrollments may be made online or via the Off-Exchange Employee Enrollment Application: 1-100 Employee Small
Groups form (also known as the “enrollment application”) found on empireblue.com. (Empire does not participate on
the New York Small Group exchange or Marketplace.)
Note: For employees hired within 30 days before or after the group’s effective date, the group may elect one of the
following enrollment effective dates:
The group’s new effective date

}}

The date after the completion of any employer “waiting period,” which may not exceed 90 days

}}

Late enrollment
For groups 1-100, open enrollment will be 30 days before and after the renewal effective date. The late enrollee can
apply at that time:
If we receive the application during open enrollment, coverage will be effective on the renewal date.

}}

If we receive the application more than 31 days after the renewal date, then the applicant is a late enrollee. He or she
must wait until the next open enrollment.

}}

Application process
When you enroll a member in group coverage, complete the Off-Exchange Employee Enrollment Application: 1-100
Employee Small Group Enrollment application form found on empireblue.com.
Please remember to:
Complete the application form in full.

}}

Make sure employees use blue or black ink.

}}

Provide appropriate proof documents.

}}

Keep copies for your records.

}}

If an existing member needs to change their profile information, such as change of address, name, gender, or date of
birth, that request for change must be submitted in writing along with the appropriate proof documents.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Primary care physician (PCP) requirements
HMOs require that each applicant and dependent select a PCP by name and PCP ID number from the provider
network. This is important because an employee’s medical records and identification of the PCP depends on this PCP
ID number, and a PCP referral is required for specialist care.
For EPO plans, members living within our NY 28-county service area must select a PCP. PCP selection is not currently
required for members living outside of our NY 28-county service area.

Changes in coverage
Any change in coverage requires a new Change Form or Enrollment Application. Include your group number and the
employee’s employee ID/HCID/Social Security number.
Special enrollment for qualifying events
Members or dependents can enroll for coverage during a special enrollment period within 31 days of the loss of
coverage in another group health plan if coverage was terminated due to:
Termination of employment.

}}

Termination of the other group health plan.

}}

Death of the spouse.

}}

Legal separation, divorce or annulment.

}}

Reduction of hours of employment.

}}

Employer contributions towards the group health plan were terminated.

}}

A child no longer qualifies for coverage as a child under the other group health plan.

}}

The member or dependent is no longer eligible for coverage under the other group plan.

}}

The member or dependent can also enroll within:
31 days from exhaustion of COBRA or continuation coverage.

}}

31 days from losing or gaining eligibility for Medicaid or a state child health plan.

}}

Qualifying events (adding employees and/or newly eligible dependents)
Coverage is effective at 12:01 a.m. on the day of the event if Empire receives a completed application within 31 days of
the event. If Empire doesn’t receive the application on time, in most cases, coverage will not be available until the next
open enrollment period.
Please see the section of the EOC called “Special Enrollment Periods” for full details.
Change employee status to full-time
Empire considers the date of full-time employment as the date-of-hire in computing employee eligibility.
An employee marries
If an employee is getting married and wants coverage for a spouse or dependents, he or she should submit an
enrollment application within 31 days of getting married. Coverage becomes effective on the date of the marriage.
Refer to the “Special Enrollment Periods” section of the EOC for details.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
If we receive the application for dependent coverage more than 31 days after the marriage, the spouse or dependents
may enroll only at the group’s next open enrollment.
An employee loses eligibility under spouse’s coverage
When an employee loses eligibility under a spouse’s coverage, he or she must complete an Employee Application. It
must include the reason for losing coverage and the termination date. We must receive it within 31 days of the loss of
coverage. Refer to the “Special Enrollment Periods” section of the EOC for details.
Newborn enrollment
For members with individual, employee/spouse or parent/child coverage: They must submit an enrollment/change
form to add a newborn, and change their plans to parent/child, parent/children or family coverage (and pay the
premium) within 60 days after the date of the baby’s birth for coverage to be retroactive to the date of birth.
Regardless if the mother is covered under the plan, we will pay for newborn care for the newborn’s first 48 hours
(vaginal delivery) or 96 hours (C-section delivery), without regard to whether the newborn has been enrolled under the
plan. See the EOC for complete coverage details.
If we don’t get the enrollment notice within 60 days of a baby’s birth, you must wait until your group’s next open
enrollment period.
If an employee has a dependent(s) as a result of birth, adoption or placement for adoption, they may enroll along with
the dependent(s) with newborn coverage starting on the date of birth provided enrollment is requested within 60 days
after the birth, adoption or placement for adoption.
Adding dependents other than newborns
A dependent’s coverage becomes effective on the date he or she meets the eligibility requirements if we receive a
Change Form within 60 days of the eligibility date.
Note: A dependent’s coverage cannot become effective before the employee’s.
Adopted children
An employee wishing to add an adopted child should submit evidence of legal adoption along with an Enrollment
Application. The form must include current covered dependents and any new dependents the employee wishes to
enroll, plus any changes. See the EOC for complete details.
An employee becomes a legal guardian
A child will become eligible for coverage through permanent legal guardianship as long as:
Evidence is presented to show the employee has been appointed the legal guardian by court order.

}}

We receive the application within 60 days of the date legal guardianship is approved by the court.

}}

The child is chiefly dependent upon the member for support and you have been appointed the legal guardian by a
court order. Foster children and grandchildren are not covered.

}}

If an employee who is a legal guardian wishes to add the child, the employee must submit an Enrollment Application.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
An employee has disabled dependent(s)
Disabled dependents may continue coverage past the age limit. However, proof of disability prior to attainment
of the age at which the dependent’s coverage would otherwise have terminated and dependency must be provided.
Please complete the form within 31 days of the dependent reaching the age limit. If the child meets the
requirements, coverage continues unless:
The child marries.

}}

The child overcomes the disability, e.g., becomes capable of self-sustaining employment.

}}

The child ceases to be chiefly dependent upon the employee for support and maintenance.

}}

The child’s parent’s coverage is terminated.

}}

A completed HAC 506 form is required.
For enrollment through EmployerAccess
If the GBA or third-party administrator adds a newborn to an individual, employee/spouse or parent/child
contract after 60 days of the birth, then the GBA should select the current date of the GBA’s log-in as the
enrollment effective date.
Questions?
For enrollment and billing questions, please email SmallGroupEBSupport@anthem.com for assistance.

Terminating member coverage
When you terminate a member’s coverage, Empire’s policy is to cancel coverage at 12:01 a.m. (the beginning of the
day) following the termination date. For example, if the termination date is December 31, the member will not be
covered beginning at 12:01 a.m. on January 1.
Empire gives you up to 60 days to notify us, and receive a credit to your account, for employees who have left your
group, but whose coverage you have already paid.

Loss of eligibility (member or dependent)
The following circumstance will lead to a change or loss of eligibility for members or their dependents:
Member leaves the group or employment status changes, e.g., goes from full-time to part-time status.

}}

The member and dependents lose coverage the first of the month following the notification date. The member and
dependents may be eligible for COBRA or New York State continuation coverage, or may apply for conversion to an
individual policy.
An employee drops coverage
If an employee asks to drop coverage, notify us right away. The employee may be eligible for COBRA or state
continuation or conversion coverage.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Death of an employee
Dependents lose eligibility as of the date of death. Notification must be received within 60 days in order to be eligible
for COBRA. Dependents may be eligible for continuation of group or COBRA coverage, or they may apply for conversion
to an individual policy.
Death of a spouse or dependent
Upon the death of a covered dependent, the employee should submit a Change Form within 60 days of the event. The
form needs to specify the date of the dependent’s death and show appropriate changes to the type of health coverage,
if necessary. Any changes of coverage type will be effective on the date of death.
Divorce or annulment
The member’s spouse loses eligibility on the date of divorce or annulment. The employee should submit a change form
within 60 days of the event. Dependent children may be removed from coverage if covered under the spouse’s plan.
Dropping a covered spouse causes a change of coverage type. If we receive the Change Form within 60 days of the
divorce, we will credit you with the difference in premiums paid. If we receive the Change Form late, a credit beyond
60 days is not allowed.
Dependent child reaches group’s contract age limit
Children are covered until the first of the month following their 26th birthday. Dependent may be eligible
for COBRA or may apply for conversion to an individual policy.
Note: Empire automatically discontinues coverage for dependents who reach the maximum coverage age as
defined under your group’s benefit plan unless they meet the criteria as incapacitated or the rider to extend coverage
to age 30 is purchased. In those cases, and only where applicable:
The corresponding account contract type is automatically downgraded to reflect this change.

}}

The account invoice reflects the premium change as of the month coverage for the dependent is terminated.

}}

An employee or dependent becomes eligible for Medicare
When an employee or an employee’s spouse or dependent becomes eligible for Medicare due to age, disability or
end-stage renal disease, inform us immediately. The primary payer or benefits for these individuals is determined by
federal law.
For groups with 1-19 full-time and part-time employees
In general, Medicare is the primary payer. Employer group benefits are secondary for employees and employees’
spouses aged 65 and over.
For groups with 20 or more full-time and part-time employees
In general, Medicare is the secondary payer for active employees and their spouses who are 65 or older. Federal law
requires such employers to offer active full-time employees and their spouses 65 and older the same health benefits
as those under 65, and under the same conditions.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
If the employee cancels coverage and elects Medicare, you, as the employer, cannot provide a Medicare
supplement plan, but the employee may be able to purchase one of their own from Empire.
Steps to follow when experiencing eligibility status change/loss of eligibility
If a member leaves your group or becomes ineligible, or the member’s dependents lose eligibility, follow
these procedures:
Notify Empire within 60 days (see guidelines above).

}}

Be sure to include the individual’s current address and the date eligibility ended.

}}

Notify the member of possible eligibility for extended group coverage under COBRA statute as amended or
New York State continuation of coverage.

}}

If the member is not eligible, or has not elected to extend group coverage under COBRA or State law, they may
contact Empire directly to apply for individual coverage.

}}

Change and terminations may be made on EmployerAccess or submit the Change/Termination/Reinstatement
Worksheet via fax to 1-800-780-1224. Please retain the form and fax the confirmation for your records.

}}

Do not mail forms with your billing statement.

}}

You will be billed for premiums for dependents who are no longer eligible for continued coverage under your
group’s benefit plan until you make the appropriate change online or notify Empire in writing.
For further assistance: Call the Small Group GBS Broker Call Center at 1-866-422-2583, Monday through Friday,
8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Or call your account service representative’s direct line.

Benefit changes
All benefit plan changes, including any eligibility changes for new employees and rating structure, must be done at
the time of renewal.
Elective riders
Elective riders that your group may purchase remain in effect for 12 months from the date of purchase.
Unless your group discontinues the rider at the end of the initial 12-month period, we automatically renew it
for another 12 months. If your group discontinues an elective rider, that rider won’t be available for repurchase
until 12 months following the date of cancellation.
Note: This policy applies only to elective riders; it doesn’t apply to riders that we’re required to make available by law.
Waiting periods
Members joining your group become eligible to receive benefits covered under your group’s contract on the date
they become eligible or after they have satisfied any employer waiting period. Groups cannot impose waiting
periods that exceed 90 days.
Note: The Healthy NY product cannot have a waiting period that exceeds 45 days.
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
Coordination of benefits (COB)
If a small group member and the member’s spouse or domestic partner also have group health coverage with
another health plan, it is possible that both health insurers could reimburse one or both of them for the same
treatment. To eliminate duplicate payments for services, most insurance carriers aim to coordinate benefit
payments. This effort can help ensure that payments made for a particular service don’t exceed the actual
expenses incurred.
Coordination of benefits (COB) establishes which group health insurer has primary responsibility for payment of a
claim. The primary insurer pays its benefits first. Then the secondary insurer may pay cover some or all of the
covered remaining expenses. (We do not coordinate benefits for vision benefits.) Here’s how Empire addresses the
following multiple insurer situations:
Coordination of multiple coverage. Empire coordinates benefits paid to an individual covered by two or more
group health insurance contracts.

}}

Workers’ compensation. Empire coordinates benefit payments that may be covered under workers’
compensation regulations. (Empire has no secondary liability for claims judged to be covered by
workers’ compensation.)

}}

No fault. Empire coordinates claims that may be covered by no-fault legislation in the event that a covered
individual is injured in an automobile covered under no-fault, unless the no-fault benefits have been exhausted.

}}

Empire’s COB is administered for your group at no additional charge. We will attempt to determine if a member’s
claim may be the responsibility of other parties by reviewing a variety of data, which may include:
Current and historical claims.

}}

Information from Empire’s COB database obtained during application processing or as a result of an
investigation by our COB area.

}}

Member questionnaires and other types of solicitations.

}}

Information received from providers, other carriers, group administrators, group members and other Blue Cross
and/or Blue Shield plans.

}}

How group benefits are coordinated
Here is a list of COB criteria Empire may use to identify which carrier has primary responsibility for claim payment
when more than one group health insurer covers a member or eligible dependent:
Generally, a health plan is primary if:
It doesn’t have a COB provision.

}}

It does have a COB provision but covers a member as an employee (and not as a dependent).

}}

For two married parents with plans that have a COB provision, a “birthday rule” and cover a dependent child:
The primary plan is the one covering the parent whose birthday comes earlier in the calendar year.

}}

If the parents have the same birth date, the primary plan is the one that has covered one of the parents for the
longest period of time.

}}
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Group participation, contribution
and eligibility guidelines (continued)
For plans in which two parents cover a dependent child, where one parent has a COB provision without a “birthday
rule” and the other plan uses the parent’s sex instead of the birthday rule, then the other plan’s rule decides the
order of benefits:
For a dependent child covered by divorced or separated parents. If there’s no court decree saying which parent has
financial responsibility for the child’s coverage, then the custodial parent’s plan is primary. If there is a court decree
saying who’s responsible for the child’s health care expenses, then the plan of that parent is primary. But only if that
parent’s insurer is aware of the decree If the parent with custody has remarried, and the child is also covered as a
child under the step-parent’s plan, the plan of the parent with custody will pay first, the step-parent’s plan will pay
second, and the plan of the parent without custody will pay third.

}}

For an individual covered by two plans, if the individual is covered as an active employee or he or she is the
dependent of an active employee; or if the individual is a retired or laid-off employee or is the dependent of a
retired or laid-off employee, then the plan covering the active employee is primary. But this doesn’t apply if:

}}

——The other plan doesn’t have this provision.
——The two plans can’t agree which plan is primary.
When none of the rules listed above apply, the plan that has covered the individual the longest is primary.

}}

If you have questions about how COB works, or if you would like to discuss a specific duplicate claims payment
situation, call the Small Group GBS Broker Call Center at 1-866-422-2583, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. ET.
Or contact your account service representative. Please make sure that the Enrollment/Change Form clearly identifies
that the member or dependent has coverage with another carrier. If the COB section isn’t completed, an ID card will
be issued and we will seek COB information with the first claim.
Medicare
Per Empire’s COB policy, to determine eligibility for benefits from both Empire and Medicare, we will conduct a review
to update the contract type when we learn that either of the following has occurred:
Medicare has become the primary carrier for the member due to reaching age 65 or disability.

}}

Empire should have been the primary carrier over Medicare.

}}

If there is a premium difference between a regular contract and a Medicare contract type or vice versa, we only go
back one year to change the coordination and update the contract type. If there is no premium difference or the
member is already on the correct contract type, we endeavor to back as far as required to update the coordination.
Continuation of health coverage
This is only a brief summary. You should consult with your tax professionals and attorneys to ensure your
company complies.

Medicare eligibility form
Please give the form to your employees before they turn 65 or are disabled and ask them to
complete it as soon as they become eligible for Medicare.
The form is available to download and print at empireblue.com.
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General administration
Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA)
For groups with 20 or more employees for at least half of the previous calendar year, federal COBRA law allows for
continuation coverage under certain situations. Under COBRA, the employer is responsible for administration.
We are not responsible for COBRA administration unless you have contracted with us separately. The employer is
responsible for telling employees about COBRA benefits and for obligations imposed under the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act (ERISA).
The law requires a timely application and payment of premium for COBRA benefits to continue.
Individuals covered by an employer-based group plan may remain in that plan after coverage would otherwise expire.
Please see details below.
The following are qualifying events for a covered employee if they cause the covered employee to lose coverage:
Termination of the covered employee’s employment for any reason other than “gross misconduct.”

}}

Reduction in the covered employee’s hours of employment.

}}

The following are qualifying events for a spouse and dependent child of a covered employee if they cause the spouse
or dependent child to lose coverage:
Termination of the covered employee’s employment for any reason other than “gross misconduct.”

}}

Reduction in hours worked by the covered employee.

}}

Covered employee becomes entitled to Medicare.

}}

Divorce or legal separation of the spouse from the covered employee.

}}

Death of the covered employee.

}}

The following is a qualifying event for a dependent child of a covered employee if it causes the child to lose coverage:
Loss of “dependent child” status under the plan rules.

}}

Children born to or adopted by a COBRA-qualified beneficiary may be added to COBRA coverage as long as we receive
an application within 60 days of birth or placement for adoption.
Please see page 35 for COBRA notification requirements.
Application for COBRA coverage
A COBRA-eligible person should be given timely notice. He or she may elect COBRA within 60 days from the date
coverage would otherwise end. To apply for COBRA coverage, he or she must complete an Application form selecting
COBRA coverage.
Termination of COBRA coverage
COBRA continuation may end before expiration of the continuation period if:
All employee health plans are terminated.

}}

A COBRA-covered individual fails to pay premium.

}}

A COBRA-covered individual becomes covered by another health plan, including Medicare.

}}

Other reasons for termination are provided.

}}

Other coverage may be available. Refer to the “Continuation of coverage” section for more information.
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General administration (continued)
Coverage for health benefits during disability
If a covered employee is no longer working full-time due to sickness or injury, you may continue the employee’s
coverage under the group plan. This can happen as long as:
The individual meets the definition of “employee” in NY Insurance Law 4235(d)(1).

}}

You pay the required premium.

}}

Once employment ends, the “Continuation of health coverage” section applies.
Note: Exceptions are described in “Continuation of health coverage” in the “General administration” section of
this manual.
Note: The group must submit a termination request. (Refer to the “Terminating coverage” section in this manual.)
Continuation of coverage for layoff, leave of absence or disability ends as described in the “Continuation of coverage”
section. The employee must return to active, full-time employment and have another qualifying event to be able to
reapply for continuation of coverage.

Coverage for rehires
If a member is separated from employment and rehired within 30 days of the termination date, he or she can be
enrolled in the plan as of their original effective date. If the member is rehired later than 30 days after the termination
date, the rehired member would be enrolled using the new hire waiting period.
We must receive the enrollment application within 30 days of the date of rehire.

Preauthorization
Services that require preauthorization
Preauthorization means that we make a decision before expenses are incurred that a service is medically necessary.
The covered services that require preauthorization are listed in the “Schedule of Benefits” section of the EOC.
The terms and criteria for whether a service is “medically necessary” are spelled out in the Evidence of Coverage.
Preauthorization does not guarantee payment. Coverage is subject to the terms of the EOC and payment of premium
for the period.
Preauthorization is not required for emergency admissions. However, is subject to the notice requirement set forth in
the EOC post-admission.
Preauthorization responsibility
Preauthorization is generally handled by the treating provider for in-network services. Please review your EOC for
complete details.
Your employee should call the Customer Service listed on the back of his or her Empire ID card with questions or for
additional information.
Transplant services
Please consult the EOC for details on when we will cover transplants. All transplants must be prescribed by the
treating specialist(s). Additionally, all transplants must be performed at hospitals that we have specifically approved
and designated to perform these procedures.
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General administration (continued)
Health care claims
See the section of the EOC called “Claim Determinations” for complete details. For inpatient and outpatient care, an
employee or dependent should show his or her current ID card. The participating health care provider will usually
handle the paperwork.
If the hospital, physician or other facility does not handle claims because they are out of network, the employee should
send an itemized copy of the bill and a completed claim form to:
Empire BlueCross BlueShield
P.O. Box 1407
New York, NY 10008-1407
ATTN: Claims Department
The bill must be itemized and include the:
Employee’s ID number (including three-letter prefix), name and address.

}}

Patient’s name and date of birth.

}}

Diagnosis and procedure codes.

}}

Date of service.

}}

Type of service and charge for each service.

}}

Name and address of the provider.

}}

Supporting medical records, when necessary.

}}

Claim forms are available by calling the telephone number on the member ID card or on our website
at empireblue.com.

Premium and payments
Spend less time on administration and more time on your business.
The “pay-as-billed” policy is easy to understand and follow:
Pay the total amount due on the bill.

}}

Do not add or delete members by writing on your bill.

}}

Submit membership changes as they occur. Do not submit them with the premium payment. This helps ensure:
——Timely addition of new members.
——Timely receipt of ID cards.
——Simplified access to care.

}}

When members are added or deleted after the billing date, we will adjust your premiums on the next bill. The last
page of your bill reflects these adjustments. If membership changes are not received before the bill is processed,
then they will be reflected in the following bill.

}}

Claims processing is time-sensitive — even for members not yet listed on the bill. Their claims will be processed as
long as:
——You have submitted the membership changes.
——We have processed those changes.
——Your group payment is current.

}}
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General administration (continued)
Premiums are required to be paid-in-full by the end of the grace period to avoid cancellation.
Employers are responsible for notifying all certificate holders when health coverage is terminated for any reason,
including when due to the employer’s failure to pay the required premium. You should consult with your legal counsel
regarding required notifications and actions.
Billing statement
Bills are issued on a monthly basis. The bill will list all employees who were enrolled in the group at the time the bill
was prepared.
Do not add names to the billing statement or add premiums for employees not listed on the billing statement. We will
bill for any back charges for these employees on later billing statements.
After receiving the bill:
Check to make sure everyone listed is an active employee working the hours required.

}}

If there are employees who need to be removed, follow the steps in the “Changes in coverage” section.

}}

Employers are responsible for timely payments.

}}

Mail the full payment and the coupon to the address on the coupon so we receive it by the due date.

}}

Keep a copy for your records.

}}

Bills may be paid:
Online at EmployerAccess

}}

By mail

}}

Via phone (prior to cancellation) for a $25 fee by calling the Small Group GBS Broker Call Center at 1-866-422-2583

}}

Questions? Call the number listed on the front of your premium bill.
Payment guidelines
Under your group contract, you have a 31-day grace period after the due date. Payment must be received by 5 p.m.
on the last day of the grace period. Groups that do not pay by the end of the 31-day grace period will be canceled.
However, if Empire receives payments after the 31-day grace period, and this is the group’s first or second late
payment, the group may request reinstatement. Reinstatement requests should be made to the Accounts Receivable
department by calling 1-888-791-3236. Please see your group contract for additional details.
If your canceled group is approved to be reinstated, it will be necessary for you to pay all back and current charges,
as well as a reinstatement fee. Both the fee and the payment for premiums must be paid in full before the
reinstatement is processed. Reinstatement is not guaranteed.
Online billing and payment
It’s not just convenient to administer your Empire health plan online. It’s also faster when you select online bill pay.
To start online billing, the primary GBA for your account must request online billing. In doing so, your group is
authorizing Empire to eliminate paper delivery of premium bills. (Empire will not deliver bills in both formats.) With the
initial request to change the billing delivery format, only the primary GBA is given access to view the bill online. As is
the case for other plan administration functions, access to view this information must specifically be authorized for
additional users online.
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General administration (continued)
Groups with 15th of the month effective dates
If you requested a 15th of the month effective date for your first year of enrollment, your billing cycle will transition
from the 15th of the month to the first of the month before the third month of coverage. Premium payment date will be
the first of the month once this change takes effect.
The following shows how billing will be systematically adjusted to the first of the month:
1st invoice (approximately 30 days) — for example, March 15 - April 15

}}

2nd invoice (approximately 15 days) — for example, April 15 - April 30

}}

3rd invoice (approximately 30 days) — for example, April 30 - May 31

}}

After your first year of coverage, the renewal date will change to the next-occurring first of the month. For example, if
the 2017 effective date is March 15, 2017, the 2018 renewal date will be April 1, 2018. This change will help standardize
administration of your benefit plan. Your premium rates will be extended for 15 days until your new renewal date.
Sending payments by mail
Please enclose the bottom portion of your premium bill with your payment and mail to:
Empire BlueCross BlueShield
P.O. Box 11792
Newark, NJ 07101-4792
Note: Payments sent to any other address, including another
Empire office, will delay crediting the payment and could
lead to cancellation of coverage if, as a result, the payment
is not received on time.
Payment instructions:
Payment is due in full by the end of the grace period.

}}

Use the group’s bank check or certified check.

}}

If you have a change or termination, please
don’t mail the Change/Termination Form or
other documents with your bill. Instead, fax
it to 1-800-780-1224. Please keep your form

Make checks payable to Empire.

}}

and your fax confirmation for your records.

Write your group number on the check.

}}

Enclose the bottom portion of the bill along with your
check.

}}

Make one payment in full; do not send multiple checks.

}}

If a payment check is returned for insufficient funds, replacement payment in the form of a certified check or money
order is required. In addition, a service fee of $20 must also be included. The replacement payment must be received
within the grace period to prevent your coverage from being terminated.

Subrogation
Subrogation is a basic principle of insurance that, generally speaking, reduces a person’s ability to “double dip”
benefits at the expense of another person or entity. It applies when another party allows for recovery of health care
payments when a third party (including another insurer) is or may be found to be responsible for an injury or other
condition for which we provided benefits. Subrogation means that we have the independent right to proceed directly
against the other party to recover the benefits that we have provided, assuming applicable state law allows, unless
preempted by federal law.
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General administration (continued)
We ask that you give us all requested information that may be required to make a subrogation request. We also ask
that you tell us within 30 days of the date notice is given to any party that you intend to pursue or investigate a claim
to recover damages or compensation due to injury, illness or condition you sustained for which we have provided
benefits. There are no additional administrative responsibilities for plan sponsors or GBAs. Please see the subsection
of the EOC called “Subrogation and Reimbursement” for additional details.

Termination of the group policy
As noted in your group contract, you may terminate your group policy, or Empire may terminate the contract in
certain circumstances.
If insufficient funds are submitted, full payment must be resubmitted by the end of the original grace period to avoid
termination. Notice of insufficient funds (NSF) will not be sent after the 20th day of the grace period:
Coverage will be terminated for failure to pay premiums by the end of the grace period; coverage will be terminated as
of the paid-to-date.

}}

Coverage may be terminated if a non-HMO group fails to meet minimum participation requirements, where permitted.
This will be assessed periodically as permitted by governing law and regulation.

}}

Coverage will be terminated upon renewal if a group exceeds the maximum eligible requirement of 100.

}}

Coverage will be terminated upon renewal if a group falls below the minimum eligibility requirement of 1 for
Small Group. Conversion privileges to direct payment may apply.

}}

The end of the month during which the group or subscriber provides written notice to us requesting termination of
coverage, or on such later date requested for such termination by the notice.

}}

Coverage will be terminated if the organization ceases to exist.

}}

Coverage will be terminated upon renewal if the group fails to respond to requests for re-credentialing information.

}}

Coverage will terminate if there are no longer any enrollees who live, reside, or work in our 28-county service area.

}}

Coverage will be renewed in accordance with the terms of the governing group contract entered into by the employer
and the carrier, which shall reflect current state and federal law or regulation relating to guaranteed renewability of
health insurance coverage.

}}

A group will be renewed unless terminated because of the following:

}}

——Fraud or misrepresentation of material facts;
——Failure to meet the issuer’s service area requirements if no employee lives, work or resides in the service area;
Lapsed membership by a participating group in the association if association group coverage.
——Inability to meet the definition of permissible group under applicable state and federal requirements;
Insurer discontinues a class of contract or withdraws from the market,

}}

Coverage will be guaranteed available to groups year-round in accordance with applicable state and federal law
or regulation.

}}
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General administration (continued)
If the group policy is terminated, employers have responsibilities under NY law, including New York State Labor Law,
Section 217, Insurance Law, Section 4235 and Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York, Title 11,
Insurance, Section 55.2.
If we terminate and/or decide to stop offering a particular class of group contracts, without regard to claims
experience or health related status, to which the certificate belongs, we will provide the group and subscribers at
least 90 days’ prior written notice. If we elect to terminate or cease offering all hospital, surgical and medical expense
coverage in the small group market in this state, we will provide written notice to the group and subscriber at least
180 days prior to when the coverage will cease.

Recredentialing
All groups covered under a Small Group policy must meet the ACA definition of a small group and Empire’s eligibility
guidelines. Small groups are required to submit wage and tax documentation and other necessary documentation to
verify small group size and group and member eligibility.
Recredentialing documentation will be requested prior to the group’s renewal date. Empire’s Small Group
recredentialing team will send you a letter requesting wage and tax and other documentation.
Failure to provide wage and tax documentation on a timely basis to recredential your group may impact renewal
status. All benefit changes, including any eligibility changes for new employees and rating structure, must be done at
the time of the renewal, except in cases where there is a qualifying event.
Conversions and renewals
Note: All renewal changes must be submitted prior to the renewal date. All letters containing renewal information from
the group must be on company letterhead and signed by an authorized representative of the group.
Documentation required for changes/conversions at renewal
Conversion type

Documentation required1

Changes within the same product
(changes involve adding/deleting a rider)

Letter from group, quote and the Group Demographic
and Benefit Plan Change Authorization Form

Product change
(From HMO to EPO, etc.)

Letter from group, quote, the Group Demographic and
Benefit Plan Change Authorization Form

Changing from large group to small group

Master application, quote and credentialing documents

1 Other documents might be necessary depending on the change in product type.

Address change
Small Group business must have a bona fide New York office location within Empire’s 28-county service area (a billing
address alone is not sufficient.) When requesting an address change, remember to indicate whether the change is for
the physical location, the billing location or both.
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General administration (continued)
Group name change
Name change only
If the group name is changing but the owner and federal tax ID are remaining the same, the GBA must submit a letter
to Empire that includes the new name and states that there are no changes in ownership or tax ID.
Group name and ownership change
For changes in group name and ownership, a change in federal tax ID, and/or the merging of two or more
organizations, the following is required:
A letter clearly explaining the change request

}}

Appropriate supporting tax documentation (for example, NYS-45 or K-1)

}}

Prescription drug benefits (please see the EOC and Schedule of Benefits for complete coverage details)
Small Groups have pharmacy benefits included in their Empire medical plans, utilizing the Empire Select Drug List.
A drug list, or formulary, has the names of the drugs that are covered under a plan. Drugs are put in certain groups
called tiers.
To view the Empire Select Drug List, visit empireblue.com > Resources>Forms > Empire Select Drug List
Cost-share information is listed on the member’s ID card and in the Schedule of Benefits that is part of the EOC.
Members can see out-of-pocket costs for drugs on each tier with the cost-share amount increasing with each tier level.
The cost shares that members pay for covered prescriptions will apply to out-of-pocket cost limitations. Payments for
noncovered prescriptions will not count toward a plan’s total out-of-pocket cost limits.
Preauthorization is required before a prescription for certain drugs can be filled. The doctor or pharmacist can request
authorization by calling the number on the back of the member ID card. Drugs requiring preauthorization are listed on
the Empire Select Drug List.
Quantity limits affect the frequency or dosage of certain drugs for which members can receive coverage. These limits
are consistent with the manufacturers’ and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) recommendations and
accepted medical practices. Quantity limits are listed on the Empire Select Drug List.
Step therapy requires that members first use a specific drug or drugs before alternatives therapies may be tried or
prescribed. Drugs impacted by step therapy are listed on the Empire Select Drug List.
Home delivery pharmacy
The home delivery pharmacy, managed by Express Scripts, is for members who take prescription drugs on an ongoing
basis (also known as maintenance drugs). The home delivery pharmacy offers:
Free standard shipping.

}}

Access to pharmacists for drug questions.

}}

Safe, accurate prescriptions.

}}

Our plans include the Home Delivery Complete pharmacy, a mandatory mail pharmacy requirement. Through the
Home Delivery Complete program, members filling maintenance medications at a retail pharmacy are required to use
the home delivery pharmacy to access their pharmacy benefits. Members get two courtesy refills at a retail pharmacy.
By the third retail refill, members must use the home delivery pharmacy. The member will be required to pay the full
cost of the medication when continuing to use a retail pharmacy.
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Member services
Member Online Services
Your employees benefit from the features and functions available through Member Online Services at
empireblue.com. Members can:
Check:
Eligibility and medical benefits.

}}

The status of a claim.

}}

Explanation of benefits.

}}

The status of prescription orders and delivery.

}}

Request:
Additional ID cards and print temporary ID cards.

}}

Plan documents and forms.

}}

Home delivery pharmacy refills.

}}

Update and change:
Contact information, such as address and telephone number.

}}

COB information.

}}

Search for:
Doctors and specialists.

}}

Laboratories and pharmacies.

}}

Hospitals and other facilities.

}}

A list of prescription drugs covered under Empire’s formulary.

}}

Members can get assistance by:
Email.

}}

Call back.

}}

Complete member contact information is listed at the end of this handbook and is provided in communications we
send to members.
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Member services (continued)
Member ID cards
The Empire ID card has information necessary to help your employees access covered health care. The ID card
includes the employee’s name, identification number, types of coverage and various cost share amounts.
Alpha prefix
Member name

Group number

New Customer Service number

Empire Preferred Guided Access Plus w/HSA

Maria Delgado

Inpatient Hospital Admissions: Notify us before
any planned admission or within two business
days after an emergency admission.

JLP123A4567
Group Number
Rx BIN
Rx PCN
Rx Group
Plan Code
Effective 1/1/2017

425989
3858
A4
ABCD
39S0/NY1I

Providers: file claims with your local BlueCross
and/or BlueShield Plan; or when Medicare is
primary, file claims directly with Medicare.

Office/Specialist Copay
35/60
Rx
15/35/70/25%
Emergency Room
200
Coinsurance %
70%

empireblue.com
Member Services
Behavioral Health
Provider Services
Inpatient Hospital
Coverage While Traveling
TTY
Pediatric Dental

1-855-330-1105
1-800-755-0851
1-800-832-6011
1-800-392-1016
1-800-810-2583
1-888-671-4333

Independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield Association.
Please include Member Name and Identification
Number on all inquiries. Possession of this card
does not guarantee eligibility for benefits.

Pathway

Card Issued 1/1/2017

Remind your members how important it is to use
their member ID cards. If they don’t use them,
they risk having claims being denied or having to
pay for services up front.
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Member programs and services
Health and wellness programs
Empire offers a suite of preventive care programs, wellness information, case management and care coordination
services, integrated to help members achieve and maintain good health. These programs can also help lower
employer costs and ultimately produce higher levels of employee well-being and satisfaction. Below is a summary
of our health-promoting programs and services.
Inside My Plan
Empire’s member newsletter, Inside My Plan, features articles relating to health and their benefits. It covers a
wide range of topics that includes things such as staying healthy and coping with chronic diseases such as
diabetes and asthma.
Discounts
Discounts are offered from certain providers of alternative medicine services, wellness products, laser vision
correction and vision care, fitness club membership and weight-loss programs. Members can log in to
empireblue.com and select the Discounts tab.
Case management
This program offers telephone and video-chat nursing support after a major hospitalization or procedure due to illness
or injury and for members with multiple health care issues or those who may require more frequent medical care.
Cancer, neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) and transplant services are included. Case management helps members
maximize medical benefits, arrange post-discharge care and access community health services.
ConditionCare
Members can get help managing a chronic condition which may also help improve their overall health. Members get
24/7 toll-free access to a registered nurse who’ll answer questions and provide the latest information about a range of
different conditions. Some plans may have programs that cover some or all of these conditions:
Asthma

}}

Diabetes

}}

Coronary artery disease

}}

Congestive heart failure)

}}

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

}}

End-stage renal disease

}}

24/7 NurseLine
Members have access to registered nurses anytime — day or night. Our nurses help members by answering questions
about their health concerns. When members call 1-877-Talk-2-RN (1-877-825-5276), a nurse can:
Help them make informed health care decisions.

}}

Answer questions about conditions, preventive health care or other health issues.

}}

Assess symptoms and help them choose the right level of care.

}}

Locate a primary care physician or specialist.

}}
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Member programs and services (continued)
Not everyone wants to talk about their health concerns with someone else. Some people just want to get more
information on a health topic on their own. That’s why we provide the AudioHealth Library, with more than 300
helpful prerecorded health topics in English and Spanish. It’s accessible by phone and, like the 24/7 NurseLine,
it’s always available.
Members also have access to bilingual registered nurses, a language line and hearing-impaired services.
Future Moms
Members can get customized help during pregnancy so they can better understand what’s right for them and their
babies. Registered nurses are available by phone 24 hours a day through a toll-free number to help:
Check for health risks.

}}

Provide information on healthy eating and exercise during pregnancy.

}}

Address specific needs.

}}

Provide education and information on labor options and help screen for depression.

}}

MyHealth Advantage
Timely alerts, called MyHealth Notes, are mailed to notify members of possible gaps in medical care, medication alerts
or possible ways to save money.
Behavioral Health
This program offers immediate and longer-term mental health management and information to eligible members.

Care when traveling
Whether on the road for business or pleasure, Empire members can access covered care in many places, through the
following programs:
BlueCard® for EPO members
Empire has a variety of relationships with other Blue Cross and/or Blue Shield licensees referred to generally as
“interplan programs.” When getting health care services outside of Empire’s service area, the claims for these services
may be processed through one of these interplan programs. The participating health care provider will automatically
file a claim for the out-of-area covered health care service. The member will only need to pay for out-of-pocket costs
(noncovered services, deductible or copayment).
BlueCard® Worldwide for EPO members
For urgent/emergency care, this program provides covered members with access to an international network of
doctors and hospitals, including providers in more than 200 countries and territories, and telephone medical
assistance services 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
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Away from Home Care® — out-of-area HMO benefits
This program may provide:
Emergency care for an illness or injury that requires immediate treatment outside our service area. Available for
HMO travelers.

}}

Urgent care, which is available through the BlueCard program.

}}

Guest membership in a local Blue Cross and/or Blue Shield plan for HMO members living in another city for at
least 90 days.

}}

Empire members can call the Customer Service number on the back of their ID card for more about getting care
when traveling.

Infertility
Your group plan covers the diagnosis and treatment of infertility and artificial insemination for eligible group
members. It does not include in vitro fertilization (such as GIFT or ZIFT), nor does it cover sterilization reversal.
See the EOC under “Infertility Treatment” for more details and exclusions.

Cancer care benefits
Distribute the Cancer Care Benefits Notice below.
Please take a moment to read this important information about our health plan coverage before disseminating it
to your Empire members. It’s also available for downloading and printing at empireblue.com. You can distribute it
by email, include it in your company newsletter or simply make copies.
Managed care members (HMO, EPO) will get this notice via the Empire member newsletter, Healthy Solutions. If you
have members with other Empire coverage, please be sure to send them a copy of this notice. We appreciate your help
in making sure that Empire members have the information they need to make informed decisions.
Member notice: Take advantage of cancer benefits
While Empire wants to help members improve their health, that’s not the only goal. We also want to make sure
members receive the best possible care if they get sick. That’s why we’re reminding members about some cancer
related benefits that are available to members and their covered family members.
Members are entitled to get a second medical opinion
If a member’s benefits include medical/surgical care, the member is covered for a second-opinion office visit and
associated diagnostic tests related to a cancer diagnosis or recurrence. Second opinions are also available under the
benefit plan in connection with certain other cases. Please see “Second Opinions” in the EOC for more details.
Members can get hospital care
The member is covered for an inpatient hospital stay following a lymph node dissection, lumpectomy or mastectomy
for the treatment of breast cancer.
Empire pays for the following breast cancer-related treatments:
Reconstruction of the breast after mastectomy.

}}

Symmetrical reconstruction of the other breast to produce a symmetrical appearance.

}}

Prostheses and treatment for complications resulting from a mastectomy, including lymphedema (swelling).

}}
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Coverage depends on the terms and conditions stated in the EOC and Schedule of Benefits, including applicable
deductible, copayment and coinsurance.
Breast reconstruction surgery benefits
If a mastectomy is required, we hope it will give you some peace of mind to know that your Empire benefits comply
with the Women’s Health and Cancer Rights Act of 1998, which provides for:
Reconstruction of the breast on which the mastectomy was performed.

}}

Surgery and reconstruction of the other breast to provide a symmetrical appearance.

}}

Prostheses and the treatment of physical complications during all stages of the mastectomy,
including lymphedemas.

}}

All applicable benefit provisions will apply, including existing deductibles, copayments and/or coinsurance. Contact
your plan administrator for more information.
We hope this information gives you a better understanding of some key cancer care benefits available to members
through Empire. If your members have any questions, they can call Customer Service at the phone number on the back
of their ID cards.

Empire’s privacy practices
Below is a summary of Empire’s privacy practices sent to all groups and direct-pay members. It is available at
empireblue.com. The complete privacy practice is at Customer Service at empireblue.com and can be distributed
by email.
Privacy is a priority
We follow strict guidelines to protect personal information.
The privacy of your information and the information of your employees who are Empire members is important to you
and it’s important to Empire. We follow strict policies and procedures and comply with federal and state privacy laws
and regulations regarding the collection and disclosure of member nonpublic personal information — such as your
name, address and date of birth.
New York State regulations require Empire to send information about those policies and procedures to direct-pay
subscribers (people who pay Empire directly for their health insurance) and group policyholders (for example, you as
your company’s employee benefits administrator benefits administrator). We want to keep all of our subscribers
informed about the policies and procedures we use to protect personal information.
Here’s a summary of those guidelines:
Information is not disclosed nor does Empire reserve the right to disclose any nonpublic personal information to any
of our affiliates or to nonaffiliated third parties, except as permitted by a member or as permitted or required by law.
The information Empire receives about a member comes from many sources, such as applications and other
forms. This includes health care transactions with us, our affiliates, members’ providers and others. We also obtain
information from various records, including medical records, prescriptions and laboratory services received under
a member’s Empire plan.
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Nonpublic personal information is considered confidential and is used only in accordance with Empire’s Privacy
Policies and Practices that restrict access to and disclosure of all confidential member information, except as
permitted by a member or as permitted or required by law.
Access to personal information on our website is protected through registration processes and passwords that
identify and authenticate users. Empire has procedures in place to ensure access to all nonpublic personal data on our
information systems is restricted to only those who need it. We meet strict, detailed federal standards for protecting
electronic communications.
Our members’ right to privacy extends to all forms of contact with us, including telephone and written
correspondence. In order for us to share information, identity verification and/or authentication is required.
Empire employees have limited access to members’ information, based on their responsibilities. Access is provided
only to those employees who need to know information about a member to provide the products or services he or she
need. Empire uses rules and passwords to control the extent of access employees have to your records.
We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards that comply with all legal requirements. We don’t sell
mailing lists that contain our members’ names, addresses and personal information. You can trust that Empire has put
in place the policies and practices to keep nonpublic personal information private.
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COBRA
Notification requirements
The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) has rules concerning the timing and content of required Consolidated
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) notices, as well as new notice requirements.
The COBRA rules require six different notices. They are as follows:
1. The initial notice.
2. The notice that the employer must provide to the plan administrator regarding the occurrence of an event that
triggers a loss of coverage under the plan (“qualifying event”).
3. The notice that the plan administrator must provide to covered employees and dependents at the occurrence of
certain qualifying events.
4. The notice that a covered employee or dependent must provide to the plan at the occurrence of certain qualifying
events (e.g., divorce or a child’s loss of dependent status under the terms of the plan).
5. A notice to an individual that he or she is determined to be ineligible for COBRA coverage.
6. A plan notice regarding the termination of COBRA coverage prior to the maximum period permissible
under COBRA.
The general notice and notice of election are available at empireblue.com and at the Department of Labor website at:
dol.gov/ebsa/compliance_assistance.html.
Below are some highlights of the COBRA notice requirements:
1. The Initial (“general”) notice is the initial notice from the employer to the individual. It tells the individual that
COBRA coverage will be available if a qualifying event occurs. This initial notice has to go out within 90 days after a
person is covered under the plan. This notice can be provided in a Summary Plan Description (SPD), but must be
delivered to both the covered employee and a covered spouse, if both became covered at the same time. (A single
SPD or notice addressed to both the employee and spouse is sufficient unless the employee and spouse became
covered at different times or live apart. The SPD or notice should be mailed; delivery to the employee at work is not
sufficient notice to the spouse.) No separate notice is required for covered dependent children who share a
residence with the employee or spouse who has received an initial notice.
Note: The model notice contains these items and can be found in the appendix of this handbook.
2. The employer’s notice to the plan administrator of the qualifying event must be sent by the employer to the plan
administrator within 30 days after the qualifying event. The notice must include sufficient information to enable the
plan administrator to determine the applicable plan, the covered employee, the qualifying event and the date of the
qualifying event.
Where the employer and the plan administrator are one and the same, the COBRA election notice must be sent within
44 days after the date of the qualifying event or if the plan provides for continuation of coverage to begin when
coverage is lost, 44 days after the loss of coverage.
3. Reasonable procedures for notification by employees/beneficiaries. Under the third notice requirement,
employees and beneficiaries are required to notify the plan administrator of certain qualifying events that
affect or trigger their COBRA coverage (divorce, legal separation, disability determinations or a dependent child’s
ceasing to be a dependent under the plan). Under the law, the employer does not have to provide COBRA unless
notified of these events by the employee or dependent within 60 days of the event. The final regulations require
plans to tell employees and beneficiaries about this requirement and to establish “reasonable procedures” for
notifying the plan administrator, which must be disclosed in the plan’s SPD. If a plan does not do so, then an
employee and beneficiary will be able to provide an oral notification to a person who customarily handles
employee benefit matters.
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Note: Individuals have 60 days measured from the latest of 1) the date of disability determination; 2) the date of the
qualifying event; 3) the date on which the qualified beneficiary would lose coverage under the plan; or 4) the date on
which the qualified beneficiary is informed of the obligation to provide the disability notice through the plan’s SPD or
initial notice. However, the plan can require that notice be provided no later than 18 months following the qualifying
event. If the disability status changes, the individual must notify the plan administrator within 40 days after the later
of the Social Security Administration’s determination of change in disability status or the date the individual receives
notice of the plan’s procedures for providing this notice.
4. The COBRA election notice. The election notice must go out when a qualified beneficiary has a qualifying event.
This notice is important because it generally starts the COBRA election period running. If the individual doesn’t
make an election within 60 days after receiving a proper notice, or within 60 days after losing coverage, if
later, then his or her COBRA rights expire. As with the Initial COBRA Notice, the election notice must be
delivered to both the covered employee and a covered spouse. No separate notice is required for covered
dependent children who share a residence with the employee or spouse if the employee or spouse receives
proper election notice.
Note: If the employee and spouse live together, the Election Notice should be addressed to the employee and
spouse and mailed to their home. Delivery to the employee at work does not constitute proper notice to the spouse.
The names of any dependent children who are losing coverage should be included in the Election Notice.
5. Two COBRA notice requirements:
Notice of COBRA unavailability. A plan administrator is required to notify an individual if the plan
administrator determines he or she is not eligible for COBRA or for an extension of COBRA. This notice must
be sent to the individual within 14 days of the plan administrator’s receipt of notification from the covered
employee or qualified beneficiary of a qualifying event or determination of disability.

}}

Notice of COBRA termination. A plan administrator is required to provide notice to qualified beneficiaries if
COBRA is terminated before the end of the maximum COBRA coverage period (e.g., if someone stops paying
their premiums and loses coverage). The notice must specify the following: 1) the reason that coverage is being
terminated; 2) the date of termination of COBRA coverage; and 3) any rights of the qualified beneficiary may
have under the plan (or applicable law) to elect alternative coverage (e.g., conversion rights to an individual
conversion policy).

}}

Charging for continuation of coverage
If group members or eligible dependents choose to continue coverage under COBRA, you may charge them
premiums that do not exceed 102% of the group member rate. If coverage is continued due to disability, you may
charge up to 150% of the group member rate for the 19th through the 29th month, if applicable.
When continuation of coverage ends
Continued coverage under COBRA ends when any of the following occur:
The member or eligible dependent becomes newly covered under another group contract.

}}

Note: If the other group has a pre-existing conditions limitation or exclusion, coverage may continue until
either the end of the applicable 18th, 29th or 36th month of continued coverage or the other group contract’s
pre-existing conditions limitation or exclusion is fulfilled, whichever is earlier.
The member or eligible dependent fails to pay premiums to you when due, or when you fail to provide premiums to
Empire by the due date.

}}

The group ceases to provide health insurance to any of its employees.

}}
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The group changes insurance carriers with, or the member or eligible dependent becomes covered under, a plan
that does not have or impose any pre-existing condition exclusion for a pre-existing condition of the member or
eligible beneficiary.

}}

The member or eligible dependent becomes entitled to Medicare (if they weren’t before).

}}

The applicable 18th, 29th or 36th month of coverage ends.

}}

The member or eligible dependent is determined to be no longer disabled under the Social Security Act.

}}

For any reason the group would terminate coverage of a member or covered dependent not receiving COBRA
coverage (such as fraud).

}}

COBRA FAQ
Q: Can Empire bill the member directly for COBRA?
A: No, Empire is not a COBRA administrator. The company is responsible for billing the member for COBRA benefits
and submitting these payments to Empire as part of the group’s premium payments.
Q: How do I enroll a member for COBRA?
A: Submit a signed Enrollment/Change Form or an Employee Change Form as soon as possible after the member has
made the election and submitted to you any retroactive premiums due. The fastest way to enroll employees for
COBRA is through EmployerAccess at empireblue.com or by faxing the required forms to our dedicated fax number,
1-800-780-1224.
Q: Is my group required to offer a terminated employee COBRA?
A: Employers are strongly encouraged to independently confirm their obligations under COBRA. Generally speaking,
if your group has 20 or more permanent full-time employees, the federal COBRA regulations require that you offer
continuation of coverage to qualified members and their eligible dependents, at the member’s own expense. If your
group employs fewer than 20 persons, the New York State continuation of coverage rules would apply. See the EOC
and group contract for additional details.
Q: Does this requirement apply to all terminated employees?
A: No, employees who have been terminated due to gross misconduct do not have to be offered continuation of
benefits. Persons who have terminated employment prior to being covered by the insurance are also not eligible.
Q: How long is an employee eligible for COBRA?
A: In most cases, the time period is 36 months.
Q: Will Empire automatically terminate COBRA at the end of 36 months? If not, why?
A: No, Empire will not automatically terminate COBRA benefits. Empire is not a COBRA administrator. It is the
employer’s responsibility to make sure that it is complying with all of the appropriate state or federal time frames for
continuation of coverage, and to inform Empire when a subscriber is no longer eligible.
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Q: Is the level of benefits the same under COBRA as it was under the group’s contracts?
A: In most cases, yes. There is no difference in benefits provided to members on COBRA compared with an actively
employed individual who has the same coverage as the COBRA-eligible employee. The only exception is that for
people who were entitled to Medicare prior to the COBRA qualifying event, the TEFRA/DEFRA legislation will no longer
apply. Medicare will be the primary payor for people on COBRA who are entitled to Medicare.
Q: If a member fails to pay a bill, does Empire apply the retroactive credit rule, or can a COBRA policy be
canceled as of the effective date or last paid to date?
A: Cancellations of COBRA participants are treated no differently than active participants. The standard retro rule of
60 days applies. It is the GBA’s responsibility to collect the premium from the members on COBRA when it is due.
Q: Can a member who has left the employer select COBRA for his or her dependents, but not for him or herself?
A: Yes, each previously covered member has an independent right to select continuation of coverage.
Q: Does COBRA continue if the employer goes out of business?
A: In most cases, the answer is no; however, the state or federal agencies that govern labor laws should be consulted
for possible exceptions.
Q: Can employers charge their employees more for COBRA than they can for the cost of the regular premium?
A: Yes, employers can charge COBRA members premiums that do not exceed 102% of the group member rate.
If coverage continues due to disability, employers may charge up to 150% of the group member rate for the 19th
through the 29th month.
Q: Does COBRA continue if a member moves out of Empire’s operating area?
A: When applicable, continuation of coverage can be offered and accepted; however, benefits will be paid the same as
if the subscriber were on an active employee contract — for example, if the contract is an HMO, the same restrictions
would apply. The member may elect to drop COBRA and enroll in an individual plan in their new service area.
Q: Under COBRA, what benefits must be covered?
A: Qualified beneficiaries must be offered coverage identical to that available to similarly situated beneficiaries who
are not receiving COBRA coverage under the plan (generally, the same coverage that the qualified beneficiary had
immediately before the qualifying event for continuation of coverage). A change in the benefits under the plan for the
active employees will also apply to qualified beneficiaries. Qualified beneficiaries must be allowed to make the same
choices given to non-COBRA beneficiaries under the plan, such as during periods of open enrollment by the plan.
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New York State continuation of coverage
The previous information about continued coverage under COBRA is based on federal law. There is also a temporary
continuation of coverage requirement that applies under the New York insurance law in certain circumstances. It is very
similar to the federal COBRA process. Please consult the “Continuation of Coverage” section of your EOC for more.
Note: Empire has determined that because domestic partners are not covered under COBRA, they are eligible for
continuation of coverage under New York State law.

Medicare
Eligibility regulations
Your group members and their covered dependents become entitled to Medicare when they reach age 65 or sustain
certain disabilities. Federal statutes and regulations ensure that both active employees and spouses who are age 65
and over have the choice to retain their group health insurance or to choose Medicare as their primary coverage.
Active group members — group coverage as primary coverage for the working aged
If your group employs 20 or more people, you must allow your Medicare-entitled members and their spouses who are
age 65 or over to retain their group coverage as their primary insurance, with Medicare as the secondary payer. If
members over age 65 reject the group coverage, Medicare becomes the primary payor. Please refer to the Medicare
as Primary Coverage for the Working Aged paragraph on page 19 for more details. Groups with fewer than 20
employees are not eligible to have Empire coverage as primary for Medicare eligible members:
If your group employs 100 or more people, and a disabled member continues to be actively employed, or a
disabled person is the dependent of an actively employed group member, the group’s coverage will remain primary
under federal OBRA laws and Medicare will provide secondary coverage.

}}

Any eligible group member or dependent who is not subject to the paragraphs above and who is Medicare
eligible may receive the benefits of the member’s contract reduced by any benefits available under Medicare.
This reduction in benefits applies even if the eligible member or dependent fails to enroll in Medicare or does not
claim the benefits available under Medicare.

}}

Note: This information is provided for general information purpose only and is not intended to be relied on as legal or
business advice.
Empire requires an Enrollment/Change Form for every member and member’s spouse who is age 65 or over to
ensure correct and expeditious claims adjudication.
Your group coverage as primary coverage for individuals with permanent kidney failure
Group health plans are required to pay primary benefits during the first 30 months of a member’s eligibility or
entitlement to Medicare if they have been diagnosed with end-stage renal disease (ESRD). After 30 months,
Medicare becomes primary and the group must continue to provide secondary benefits.
Any plan coverages, including retirement plan coverage, is subject to this provision. However, if a person becomes
entitled to Medicare benefits based on age or disability and later acquires ESRD-related eligibility or entitlement
and the plan was not required to pay primary under the working aged or disability provisions, Medicare retains
primary status.
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You must notify your group members or their eligible dependents of their options as soon as they reach age 65 or
otherwise become Medicare-eligible. The member or dependent must complete an Enrollment/Change Form and
submit it to your benefits office. You, in turn, must submit this completed Enrollment/Change Form to the
membership and billing address listed in the “Contact us in writing” section of this handbook as soon as the group
member or eligible dependent becomes Medicare eligible.
The following legislation affects the rights of your Medicare-eligible active group members to choose your group’s
coverage as primary.

Medicare reform (Part D)
Creditable coverage
As of January 1, 2006, Medicare-eligible individuals have the opportunity to get prescription drug benefits by
enrolling in the new Medicare Part D program authorized by the Medicare Modernization Act of 2003 (MMA).
The MMA mandates that all entities that provide prescription drug coverage, including group health plan sponsors,
disclose to all Medicare-eligible individuals under the plan whether the prescription drug coverage provided is
“creditable.” The coverage is considered creditable if the actuarial value of the coverage equals or exceeds the
actuarial value of standard prescription drug coverage under Medicare Part D, as shown through the use of
generally accepted actuarial principles and in accordance with the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) actuarial guidelines.
Plan sponsors must submit an online disclosure to the CMS to report the creditable coverage status of the plan
sponsor’s prescription drug plan. This disclosure should be completed annually, either no later than 60 days from the
beginning of a plan year (contract year, renewal year), within 30 days after termination of a prescription drug plan or
within 30 days after any plan changes that impact the creditable status of the prescription drug coverage.
Plan sponsors are required to provide disclosure notices to all Medicare eligibles who are covered under, or apply for,
the plan’s prescription drug coverage whether they are active employees or retired, or covered as the contract
holder, spouse or dependent. The disclosure notices must state whether the coverage is creditable. The disclosure
notice must state whether the coverage is credible.
The disclosure notice must be delivered to Medicare eligible individuals:
Annually, prior to October 15 of each year.

}}

Prior to the individual’s initial enrollment period for Part D (as they “age in”).

}}

Before the effective date of coverage for any Medicare-eligible individual who joins the plan.

}}

Whenever prescription drug coverage ends or changes so that it is no longer creditable or when it
becomes creditable.

}}

On request of a Medicare-eligible individual.

}}

CMS has provided model disclosure notices for both creditable and non-creditable coverage that plan sponsors may
use at cms.gov/medicare/prescription-drug-coverage/credibilitycoverage/model-notice-letter.html.
Tip: Include the disclosure notice with plan pre-enrollment information. Send disclosure notices to all current
Medicare eligibles, as well as those who will become eligible in the next 12 months so they are notified as they
“age in.”
If plan sponsors choose to incorporate creditable coverage disclosures with other plan participant information, the
disclosures must be prominent and conspicuous. Statements (or references to the section in the document being
provided to the beneficiary that contain the required statements) must be prominently referenced in at least 14-point
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font in separate box, bolded, or offset on the first page that begins the plan participating information being provided.
For example, “If you have Medicare or will become eligible for Medicare in the next 12 months, a federal law gives you
more choices about your prescription drug coverage.”
Individuals eligible for Part D who enroll in Part D after experiencing a lapse in creditable prescription drug coverage
for any continuous period of 63 days or longer will face a higher premium charge when they do enroll in Part D. The
higher premium charge is based on the number of months the individual did not have creditable coverage. The
premium that would otherwise apply is increased by at least 1% for each month without creditable coverage.
For more information on credible coverage, visit:
cms.gov/Medicare/Prescription-Drug-Coverage/CreditableCoverage/index.html
Employer subsidy
The Retiree Drug Subsidy (RDS) is one of several options available under Medicare that enables employers
and unions to continue helping their Medicare-eligible retirees in getting more generous drug coverage.
The subsidy is available to employers that provide retiree prescription drug coverage that is actuarially
equivalent to the standard Part D coverage.
Employers may get subsidy payments monthly, quarterly or annually. In order to qualify for and get
the subsidy, employers must annually complete and submit the application by the applicable deadline
(see rds.cms.hhs.gov/app_deadline.htm for that information). In addition:
Actuaries acting on behalf of the plan sponsor must complete a two-part actuarial equivalence test indicating that
the prescription drug plan offered by the plan sponsor is as generous as, or more generous than the defined
standard coverage under the Medicare Part D prescription drug benefit.

}}

Retirees must not be currently enrolled in Part D.

}}

For more information, see the RDS User Guide: rds.cms.hhs.gov/user_guide/userguide/ug_000.htm.
After an application is approved, plan sponsors continue to send retiree files to CMS’ RDS Center throughout
the application life cycle to notify CMS’ RDS Center of any additions, deletions or changes in qualifying
retiree information.
Plan sponsors must have written agreements with their health insurance issuers or group health plans regarding
disclosure of information to CMS, including that the issuers or plans agree to disclose to CMS, on behalf of the plan
sponsors, the information necessary for the plan sponsors to comply with the requirements of the RDS program.
The subsidy amount is equal to 28% of each qualifying retiree’s “allowable” prescription drug costs between the
applicable cost threshold and cost limit. CMS defines what costs are considered allowable.
Prior to 2013, the subsidy was considered tax exempt. However, starting with a plan sponsor’s 2013 tax year,
plan sponsors must now take into account the RDS payments they receive when calculating the amount of their
tax-deductible retiree prescription drug costs.
If you offer retiree prescription drug coverage through Empire, contact your Empire account manager for information
on available services.
Link for more information:
More information can be found on the Internal Revenue Service website:
irs.gov/uac/Newsroom/Frequently-Asked-Questions:-Retiree-Drug-Subsidy.
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Medicare carve out
If your group’s coverage includes Medicare carve out, Medicare will be the primary payer for retirees and/or
their covered dependents who become entitled to Medicare due to reaching age 65 or sustaining certain
disabilities. As the secondary payer, Empire reimburses the Medicare-eligible group members and/or their
eligible dependents according to your group’s contract limitations, reduced by what Medicare paid or would have
paid if the Medicare-eligible member had enrolled in or applied for Medicare benefits. Medicare will not provide
primary benefits for your Medicare-eligible members who have elected your group’s coverage as primary under the
provisions of OBRA 1981 and OBRA 1986. As an active member who is Medicare-eligible and not eligible for the
group’s primary coverage, the member may receive the benefits of the contract reduced by any benefits available
under Medicare. This applies even if the member fails to enroll in Medicare or does not claim the benefits available
under Medicare. It is, therefore, advisable that you encourage members to purchase Medicare Part B coverage as
soon as it becomes available to them in order for them to avoid member liability.
MMSEA Section III MSP Mandatory Reporting
The Medicare Secondary Payer — Mandatory Insurer Reporting (MSP-MRP) requirement of section 111 of the
Medicare, Medicaid and State Children’s Health Insurance Plan Extension Act of 2007 (MMSEA) requires that insurers
report certain information to the CMS.
Group health plans (GHP) are required to provide reports to the CMS about plan participants who may also have
Medicare coverage. Insurers and third-party administrators are primarily responsible for providing these reports on
behalf of the group health plans. The mandate applies to active covered individuals age 45 and older for employer
groups with 20 or more full- or part-time working employees, excluding retirees.
MMSEA Section 111 adds mandatory reporting requirements with respect to Medicare beneficiaries who have
coverage under GHP arrangements.
MSP overview for GHP
Note: The following paragraphs provide only a very high-level overview of the MSP provisions. Employers, insurers,
third-party administrators, group health plans and other group health plan sponsors are always responsible for
understanding when they are providing coverage primary to Medicare and for paying appropriately. See 42 U.S.C.
1395y(b), and 42 C.F.R. Part 411, for the applicable statutory and regulatory provisions, and CMS manuals and Web
pages for further detail.
Medicare secondary payer is the term used by Medicare when Medicare is not responsible for paying first.
Federal Medicare law takes precedence over conflicting state law and private contracts. Thus, for the categories of
people described below, Medicare is secondary payer regardless of state law or plan provisions.
Who does MSP affect?
Medicare is now secondary payer to some GHPs or large group health plans (LGHPs) for services provided to the
following groups of Medicare beneficiaries:
The “working aged”

}}

People with permanent kidney failure

}}

Certain disabled people

}}
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Working aged
The working aged are employed people age 65 or over and people age 65 or over with employed spouses of any age
who have GHP coverage because of their or their spouse’s current employment status. In general, an individual has
current employment status if the individual is an employee, the employer or is associated with an employer in a
business relationship.
Medicare is secondary payer to GHPs for the working aged where either:
A single employer of 20 or more full- or part-time employees is the sponsor of the GHP or contributor to the GHP.

}}

Or two or more employers are sponsors or contributors to a multi-employer/multiple employer plan and a least
one of them has 20 or more full- or part-time employees.

}}

A multiemployer/multiple employer GHP may request to exempt specific working aged people enrolled through an
employer with fewer than 20 full- or part-time employees. If CMS approves the request, Medicare would become
primary payer for specifically identified working aged people enrolled through a specifically identified employer with
fewer than 20 full- or part-time employees.
People with permanent kidney failure
Medicare is the secondary payer to GHPs during a 30-month coordination period for beneficiaries who have
permanent kidney failure (ESRD) and who have coverage under a GHP on any basis (current employment status is not
required as the basis for coverage). The COB period applies regardless of the number of full- or part-time individuals
employed by an employer and regardless of whether or not the employer belongs to a multiemployer/multiple
employer GHP.
Disabled people
Medicare is the secondary payer for people under age 65 who have Medicare because of disability and who are
covered under a Large Group Health Plan (LGHP) based on the individual’s (or a family member’s) current
employment status. In general, an individual has current employment status if the individual is an employee, the
employer, or is associated with an employer in a business relationship. A LGHP provides health benefits to
employees, former employees, the employer, business associates of the employer, or their families, where the
employer has 100 or more full- or part-time employees. Where an employer of any size is part of a multiemployer/
multiple employer GHP, Medicare is secondary for individuals who have Medicare because of a disability if one or
more of the employers in the GHP has 100 or more full- and/or part-time employees.
Making MSP work
The entities under contract to pay Medicare claims (“Medicare contractors”) are responsible for denying claims for
primary benefits when Medicare is secondary payer. In making claims processing decisions, the Medicare contractors
use information on the claim form and in CMS data systems in order to avoid making primary payments in error.
Where CMS’ systems indicate an MSP occurrence, Medicare will deny payment. In such cases, Medicare will not pay
the claim as a primary payer and will return it to the claimant with instructions to bill the proper party.
Sometimes, after a Medicare claim is paid, CMS receives new information that indicates Medicare made a primary
payment by mistake. Based on this new information, CMS takes action to recover the mistaken Medicare payment.
CMS has a Medicare Secondary Payer Recovery Contractor (MSPRC) which is responsible for recovery actions. The
MSPRC issues a demand letter for repayment to any or all the parties obligated to repay Medicare (the employer,
insurer, third-party administrator, plan or other plan sponsor.) If the MSPRC does not get repayment or a valid
documented defense in response, it will refer the debt to the Department of the Treasury for the Treasury Offset
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Program and other cross-servicing activities pursuant to the Debt Collection Improvement Act of 1996. CMS may also
refer debts to the Department of Justice for legal action if it determines that the required payment or a properly
documented defense has not been provided. The law authorizes the federal government to collect double damages
from any party that is responsible for resolving the matter but which fails to do so.
Role of the Medicare COB contractor
The purposes of the COB program are to identify the health benefits available to a Medicare beneficiary and to
coordinate the payment process to prevent mistaken payment of Medicare benefits. The CMS COB contractor (COBC)
consolidates the activities that support the collection, management, and reporting of other insurance coverage for
Medicare beneficiaries. The COBC does not process claims, nor does it handle any mistaken payment recoveries or
claims-specific inquiries. Instead, the COBC updates the Medicare systems and databases used in the claims
payment and recovery processes. The COBC has been directed by CMS to implement the MSP requirements of the
MMSEA Section 111 legislation as part of its responsibilities to collect information in order for CMS to coordinate
benefits for Medicare beneficiaries.
Where to find MSP regulations
The sections of the Social Security Act known as the MSP provisions were originally enacted in the early 1980s and
have been amended several times, including by the MMSEA Section 111 mandatory reporting requirements. See
section 1862(b) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1395y(b). See 42 CFR Part 411 for the applicable regulations.
Medicare has been secondary to workers’ compensation benefits from the inception of the Medicare program in
1965. See also medicare.gov.
The GHP reporting process
The purpose of the Section 111 GHP reporting process is to enable CMS to correctly pay for the health insurance
benefits of Medicare beneficiaries by determining primary versus secondary payer responsibility. Section 111
authorizes CMS and Section 111 GHP responsible reporting entities (RREs) to electronically exchange health
insurance benefit entitlement information. The actual data exchange process will take place between the RREs and
the CMS COBC.
On a quarterly basis, a responsible reporting entity must submit GHP entitlement information about employees and
dependents to the COBC. In exchange, the COBC will provide the RRE with Medicare entitlement information for those
individuals in a GHP that can be identified as Medicare beneficiaries. This mutual data exchange helps to assure that
claims will be paid by the appropriate organization at first billing.
Who must report
A GHP organization that must report under Section 111 is defined as “an entity serving as an insurer or
third-party administrator for a group health plan … and, in the case of a group health plan that is self-insured and
self-administered, a plan administrator or fiduciary.” These organizations are referred to as Section 111 GHP RREs.
The group health plan arrangements of multinational organizations, foreign nations, American Indians and
Alaskan Native Tribes that may cover Medicare beneficiaries are subject to the MSP provisions and must be
reported accordingly.
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The nondiscrimination provisions
Age and disability
The MSP statute prohibits GHPs from “taking into account” that an individual covered by virtue of “current
employment status” is entitled to get Medicare benefits as a result of age or disability. The statute expressly requires
GHPs to furnish to aged employees and spouses the same benefits, under the same conditions, that they furnish to
employees and spouses under age 65. Thus, GHPs may not offer coverage that is secondary to Medicare under a
provision that “carves out” Medicare coverage (commonly known as a “carve-out” policy), or which supplements the
available Medicare coverage (commonly known as “Medicare supplemental” or “Medigap” policies), to individuals
covered by the provisions of the MSP statute relating to the working aged and the disabled. By contrast, Medigap and
secondary health care coverage may appropriately be offered to retirees in this context because the GHP coverage is
not based on “current employment status,” and, therefore, the MSP provisions do not apply.
End-stage renal disease (ESRD)
The MSP statute also prohibits a GHP from taking into account that an individual is entitled to Medicare benefits as
a result of ESRD during a coordination period specified in the statute. This coordination period begins with the
first month the individual becomes eligible for or entitled to Medicare based on ESRD and ends 30 months later.
During this period, the GHP must pay primary for all covered health care items or services, while Medicare serves as
the secondary payer. GHPs are prohibited from offering secondary (for example, carve-out) and Medigap coverage in
this context. After the coordination period has expired, however, the GHP is free to offer carve-out and Medigap
coverage to ESRD Medicare beneficiaries, but may not otherwise differentiate between the benefits provided to these
individuals and all others on the basis of the existence of ESRD, the need for renal dialysis or in any other manner.
Special rules apply regarding retired individuals and members of their families who receive Medicare benefits on the
basis of age or disability immediately before the onset of ESRD. Where immediately prior to contracting the disease,
the GHP was lawfully providing only Medigap coverage, or was otherwise a secondary payer for that individual due to
a carve-out provision, the GHP may continue to offer such coverage and is not required to pay primary during the
30-month coordination period. By contrast, where a GHP was providing primary benefits immediately before the
onset of the disease, the GHP is responsible to continue providing primary benefits for that individual for 30 more
months. This is because a change from primary to secondary or supplemental coverage would improperly “take into
account” Medicare eligibility based on ESRD.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)
Title II-45 C.F.R. Parts 160 and 164 (the “Privacy Rule”)
Overview of HIPAA
The HIPAA administrative simplification provisions were designed to streamline and standardize many areas of the
health care industry and to provide additional rights and protections to participants in health plans.
Entities covered by the Privacy Rule
The Privacy Rule directly applies to “covered entities,” which include health plans, health care providers and
health care clearinghouses. The term “health plan” is defined broadly to include most insured and self-insured
employer-sponsored health plans, including medical plans, stand-alone dental and vision plans, and medical flexible
spending account plans. Noncovered entities that perform or assist in performing a function or activity on behalf of
the health plan involving the use and/or disclosure of protected health information (PHI) are referred to in the Privacy
Rule as “business associates,” and may include such persons or entities as third-party administrators, claims
administrators, consultants and brokers.
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In order to disclose PHI to a business associate so that the business associate may perform an activity or function on
a health plan’s behalf (or allow the business associate to use or create PHI on the plan’s behalf), the health plan must
get “satisfactory assurances” in the form of a business associate agreement that the business associate will
appropriately safeguard the PHI.
Protected health information (PHI)
The Privacy Rule prohibits a health plan from using or disclosing an individual’s PHI, except for purposes of treatment,
payment or health care operations as defined in the Privacy Rule, unless specifically authorized by the individual
or as otherwise permitted by the Privacy Rule or as required by law. In general, an individual’s PHI encompasses
substantially all “individually identifiable health information,” which is transmitted or maintained by a health plan,
regardless of its form. “Individually identifiable health information” is defined broadly to include all demographic
information and information that is created or received by a health plan that relates to an individual’s physical or
mental health or condition, including information related to an individual’s care or the payment for such care.
In addition, information that identifies an individual or for which there is a reasonable basis to believe that the
information could be used to identify an individual is PHI and is protected. However, PHI which has been stripped of
over 18 different identifiers (referred to as de-identified information in the Privacy Rule) does not constitute PHI and
may be used and disclosed freely. Most information that is created or received by a health plan regarding its covered
members will be PHI.
Policies related to group health plans and the HIPAA Privacy Rule
Empire recognizes that an employer-sponsored (or other entity) group health plan is a covered entity under the
Privacy Rule and that many group health plans may need member-protected health information for the plan
administration purposes permitted under HIPAA. To facilitate this process, Empire asks that a plan that requires
protected health information for plan administration purposes indicate that to us in writing and provide us with the
name and contact information of the designated group health plan administrator responsible for receiving reports/
files that include protected health information.
We will also direct reports that include summary health information to the designated administrator, to enable the
group health plan to obtain premium bids from health plans for providing health insurance coverage, or to modify,
amend, or terminate the group health plan, as well as for purposes of enrollment or disenrollment.
In addition, we request that group health plans, which need member-protected health information for administration
purposes, collaborate with us to determine the minimum necessary amount of protected health information required
for a given purpose. This is consistent with the Privacy Rule and with Empire’s minimum necessary standard policy.
Empire understands that group health plans may contract with other entities to act on their behalf for plan
administration purposes. In instances when a group health plan requests Empire to disclose the group’s
member-protected health information or summary health information to a third party, such as to a consultant or
stop-loss carrier, Empire will require that the third-party organization enter into a confidentiality agreement with
Empire to govern the receipt, use, disclosure, and maintenance of member-protected health information and
Empire proprietary information.
Representing the member
Empire recognizes that members may ask the GBA to assist or represent them in certain communications with
Empire, such as payment inquiries. However, the Privacy Rule limits disclosures of member PHI without the member’s
agreement. Therefore, the GBA must demonstrate to Empire that he or she has obtained the member’s authorization
to contact Empire on the member’s behalf. GBAs may also request a Member Authorization Form from Empire for the
member to sign to facilitate the GBA’s assistance.
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Empire’s Notice of Privacy Practices and Member Health Information Privacy Policy
To comply with the Privacy Rule, Empire developed a Notice of Privacy Practices that describes how member
medical information may be used and disclosed and how members may exercise their rights under the Privacy Rule.
Empire’s Member Health Information Privacy Policy implements obligations to protect the privacy of our members’
medical information reflected in summary form in the Notice of Privacy Practices.
To view a copy of this policy, please visit our website at empireblue.com.

Coverage under a Qualified Medical Child Support Order
A Medical Child Support Order (MCSO) recognizes the right of an employee’s child to receive health benefits under
an employer-sponsored plan. Under federal law, the group must provide benefits required by a Qualified Medical
Child Support Order (QMCSO).
If you receive an MCSO, you should provide notice to the child or a representative and the child’s parent who is the
certificate holder. The notice should include your procedures for determining whether an MCSO is a QMCSO.
Within 10 days of receipt, you should determine whether an MCSO is a QMCSO. Send notice of the determination to
the child’s parent (who is the certificate holder) or other legal representative. Also notify us. Include a copy of the
QMCSO, a copy of the court order and an Enrollment Application. At that time, the child can be added as a dependent.
Review the court’s order in accordance with the requirements of Section 609 of ERISA and any regulations issued
concerning a QMCSO. If the court’s order appears to comply, coverage will begin on the date ordered by the court.
If the court’s order does not appear to comply, it should be returned to the court with a list of any apparent
deficiencies. Coverage of the child will begin retroactively to the date of the court’s order.
This is only a brief summary of the law’s requirement. You should consult with your attorneys to implement this law
in your company.
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Contacts for GBAs and plan members
Contacts for GBAs and plan members
For general membership or billing, contact us by mail at:
P.O. Box 1407
Church Street Station
New York, NY 10008-1407
Tips for getting a timely and accurate response:
Indicate your plan on the mailing envelope.

}}

Include group number and member’s Empire ID number on all correspondence. (Enrollment applications and
membership additions must include the member’s Social Security number as well.)

}}

Send inquiry on company letterhead.

}}

Email billing and enrollment questions to SmallGroupEBSupport@anthem.com or fax to 1-800-780-1224 for a
quicker response.

}}

Behavioral Health Care Management Program
Empire Behavioral Health Services
108 Leigus Rd
Wallingford, CT 06492

Note: Empire Pharmacy Management, Medical
Management and Behavioral Health Services can all
be reached by calling the number on the back of the
member’s ID card and following the prompts. To reach
Home Delivery Pharmacy, members can call the
Customer Service number on the back of their ID card.

Medical Management Program
Empire Medical Management Program
P.O. Box 1407
Church Street Station
New York, NY 10008-1407
Empire Pharmacy Management
Empire Pharmacy Management Program
P.O. Box 5099
Middletown, NY 10940-9099

Phone contacts
These telephone numbers will help you access all services provided by Empire. All call center hours of operation are
Eastern time. Please have your group number ready.
General Information for groups with 2-100 contracts
Call 1-866-422-2583, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. or contact your account service representative.
Website Technical Support
Call 1-877-603-0923. Representatives are available 24 hours, seven days a week.
Fraud Hotline
Call 1-800-IC-FRAUD (1-800-423-7283), Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Member services
After 2014 renewal or new groups
Call 1-855-330-1105
Prior to 2014 renewal:
HMO
Call 1-800-453-0113, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

}}

EPO
Call 1-800-342-9816, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

}}

Customer service for hearing impaired (TTY)
Call 1-800-241-6895, Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
24/7 NurseLine
Call 1-877-TALK-2RN (1-877-825-5276), 24 hours, seven days a week.

Vision Care program
Blue View VisionSM plan
Call 1-866-723-0515, Monday through Saturday, 7:30 a.m. to 11 p.m., Sunday, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Dental benefits information
Dental Prime or Complete plans
Call 1-877-606-3338, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Other dental plans
Call 1-800-722-8879, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Empire Pharmacy Management
Retail program: Call 1-800-839-8442 (TTY/TDD: 1-800-863-5488), Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.;
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Sunday, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Home delivery program: Call 1-888-266-5691, Monday through Friday, 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.;
Sunday, 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Care when traveling
Call the Empire Customer Service number found on the back of the ID card
BlueCard® Worldwide for EPO members
When traveling abroad, call 1-804-673-1177.
Note: BlueCard call center hours of operation are Eastern time and Standard time. Please have your group number
ready for the operator.

Medical/surgical admission preauthorization call centers
Regular business hours are Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Emergencies: 24 hours, seven days a week.
HMO
Call 1-800-296-0984

}}

EPO
Call 1-800-982-8089

}}

Behavioral Health Care Management
Psychiatric and substance abuse benefits
HMO
Call 1-800-453-0113, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

}}

EPO
Call 1-800-342-9816, Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.

}}
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Services provided by Empire HealthChoice HMO, Inc. and/or Empire HealthChoice Assurance, Inc., licensees of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association, an association of independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans.

